The 2-body phase space factor in Eq. 
INTRODUCTION
One of the most basic problems in the analysis of nuclear scattering amplitudes is how to consistently take into account the effects of the quark/gluon composite structure of nucleons. In nuclear physics the traditional method of treating nucleon dynamics has been to use an effective meson-nucleon local Lagrangian field theory. However this method is sorely deficient for a number of reasons: (1) the wrong degrees of freedom are used, (2) neither the te2 power-law fall-off of nucleon form factors nor the t-' fall-off of pion form factors is naturally reproduced,' (3) nucleon pair terms are not correctly suppressed in intermediate states, and (4) a renormalizable (i.e., calculable) field theory of massive isovector mesons requires the full apparatus of non-Abelian gauge theories, including a spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism. Models for nuclear scattering amplitudes based on the Born approximation and local meson-nucleon couplings have the wrong dynamical dependence in virtually every kinematical variable for composite hadrons. The inclusion of ad hoc form factors at each meson-nucleon or photon-nucleon vertex is unsatisfactory since one must understand the offshell dependence in each leg while retaining gauge invariance. None of these traditional methods have any real predictive power.
In principle all nuclear scattering amplitudes could be calculated from quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in terms of the basic quark and gluon degrees of . freedom. A method for computing large momentum transfer exclusive scattering amplitudes for hadrons and nuclei, starting with a Fock state wave function expansion on the light-cone (equal r = t + z), has been developed.2 At large momentum transfer one can readily derive QCD predictions for the leading fixed angle power-law scaling behavior and spin structure of hadronic and nuclear scattering matrix elements. However, the explicit evaluation of the multiquark and gluon hard scattering amplitudes needed for predicting the normalization and angular dependence for a nuclear process, even at leading order in a8, requires the consideration of millions of Feynman diagrams. Beyond leading order one must include contributions of non-valence Fock states, wave function and binding corrections, and a rapidly expanding number of radiative corrections and loop diagrams.
In this paper we will discuss a new definition of nuclear scattering amplitudes which provides a simple method for identifying the dynamical effects of nucleon substructure, consistent with QCD and covariance. Although this technique cannot replace a full QCD calculation, it does provide a basis for constructing models for "reduced" nuclear scattering amplitudes consistent with QCD scaling laws and gauge invariance.
The basic idea for this method was given by Brodsky and Chertok.3 Consider the deuteron form factor as measured in electron-deuteron elastic scattering. In general, a form factor F(Q2 = -q2) is the probability amplitude that the target remains intact after absorbing four-momentum q. To the extent that we can neglect its binding energy, the deuteron can be represented as two nucleons, each with an equal portion of the nuclear momentum. Therefore the deuteron form factor contains the probability that each nucleon remains intact after absorbing one-half of the momentum transfer. We thus define the "reduced" deuteron form factor FdQ2) fd(Q2) = Fp(Q2/4) Fn(Q2/4) (1.1) which effectively removes the fall-off of the measured form factor due to the internal degrees of freedom of the nucleons. It is defined separately for each helicity form factor.
The reduced form factor must still be a decreasing function of Q2 since it still contains the probability that the scattered nucleons reform into the ground state deuteron. An important prediction of &CD is that, module logarithmic factors4 that come from the running coupling constant and anomalous dimensions of the hadronic distribution amplitudes, the large Q2 behavior is fd(Q2) -G . is shown in Fig. 1 one leg off-shell and the off-shell form factor has a completely different dynamical dependence than does the on-shell form factor in &CD.
The idea of "reducing" nuclear form factors leads to a general treatment of nuclear amplitudes that is discussed in Sec. 2. The method is applied to deuteron disintegration in Sec. 3 where we consider photodisintegration, dibaryon resonances and a specific model for the reduced background amplitude. Section 4 contains a summary of our results and some additional remarks. Details of the model for the reduced deuteron disintegration amplitudes are given in an appendix. As an aside, the specifics of this model have relevance for the calculation of higher twist effects in electroproduction.
GENERAL TREATMENT OF REDUCED NUCLEAR AMPLITUDES
We can go beyond the case of nuclear form factors and define reduced nuclear -scattering amplitudes in general. If we consider a generic process with amplitude M(s, t) that involves A ingoing and outgoing nucleons and transfers, in the zero -here M is a meson with constituents q1 and q2.
We can motivate the definition of the reduced amplitude by returning to the basic definition of hadronic matrix elements in r-ordered perturbation theory:' where the 9 are the equal 7 = t+z wave functions and T is the momentum-space quark-gluon scattering amplitude. A sum over the Fock state amplitudes and quark and gluon helicities is understood. In the zero nuclear binding energy limit the nuclear Fock state wave function reduces to the product of wave functions for collinear nucleons with the nuclear momentum partitioned among the nucleons in proportion to each nucleon mass. Thus one is evidently neglecting corrections of order 2rnNAcBE/y2 where rnN is the nuclear mass, ABBE the nuclear binding energy and p2 a hadronic scale parameter, as well as contributions from higher Fock states in the nucleus, e.g. the hidden-color six-quark configurations.
At this stage of approximation one must compute the corresponding multinucleon scattering amplitude, e.g., the amplitude for the elastic electron-deuteron scattering process
If the momentum transfer occurs rapidly compared to the scale of hadronic binding then one can argue (as in the Chou-Yang model of elastic scatteringa) that the probability amplitude for transfering the required momentum 23 to each nucleon is proportional to it,s elastic form factor. Since Sudakov effects always suppress near on-shell (long-distance) momentum transfer mechanisms from pinch singularities9 and endpoint regions of phase space,1oj11 one can argue that large momentum transfer is always local in &CD. Thus this assumption is justified, with corrections of order p2/q2. A specific diagram which explicitly exhibits the factorization intrinsic to the reduced deuteron formfactor is shown in Fig. 2 .
As an application of nuclear amplitude reduction, we consider deuteron dis-_-integration. The reduced amplitude is defined in (2.2) . Both the scaling behavior at fixed B,.,. will hold for p$ 2 1 GeV2 since the scaling (1.5) (see Fig. 1 ) begins in this region. 4 In terms of the differential cross section, (2.2) and (2.5) become
A comparison of this form with present low energy data14 is shown in Fig. 3 .
The form factors were computed from the usual dipole formula3 (3.3) Although the results are encouraging, the available energies are too low to make a detailed check of the prediction.
We have not yet specified the form of j2; however, it is easy to construct a model for the reduced amplitude which is gauge-invariant and has the correct helicity and scaling form. As a prototype for the reduced amplitude we propose the amplitude for the photodisintegration of a polarized meson M into its constituent quarks q1 and +J. We will only use the lowest order QCD diagrams for The simple model given in (3.5) makes apparent the need for data at higher energies. The points plotted in Fig. 4 were extracted by inspection from the data in Fig. 3 under the assumption that scaling had begun. The error bars reflect the range of values that would be consistent with the data. The empirical form sin40,.,. fits the points fairly well but does not agree with (3.5). In particular, (3.5) is unbounded at one or both endpoints. Of course the physical cross section is not unbounded at either endpoint; its rise is curtailed by mass terms dropped in our approximations. However, the sin4tJ,.,. behavior of the data is not compatible with any rise at all. If the yM -+ q ij model is a good guide, then a sign that experimental energies are approaching the true scaling limit would be that and background contributions. Given the correct kinematic regime, the reduced amplitude technique leads directly to just such a mddel.
-As an application of this approach we treat deuteron electrodisintegration.
We have alrea,dy discussed photodisintegration, but for that-process the resonances occur at energies where the asymptotic form (3.2) does not apply. In electrodisintegration, however, the kinematics of resonance production are consistent with large transfers of momentum for the nucleons. The methods of the previous sections should then be applicable.
We write the full disintegration amplitude as the sum of a dibaryon resonance amplitude MDB and a background amplitude MBG:
M ed-+ epn =MDB+MBG.
As discussed in Sec. 2, the hard-scattering background amplitude factorizes into a reduced amplitude mgG and the appropriate nucleon form factors,
(3.7)
From (2.4) we find that the nominal scaling behavior for the reduced amplitude While on the other hand, the q2 dependence of MBG is minimal for lq2j < p$ and p$ large, at least for the contribution from transversely polarized photons.
These characteristics in q2 should be useful in separating possible resonances from the continuum.
C. Electrodisintegration
To model the reduced background amplitude for deuteron electrodisintegration we will assume that it is a single-photon exchange process. The square of the photon emission amplitude will be written as E&a and the square of the absorption amplitude, summed over final spins, as Fap. Thus we have c final hadronic spins (3.9) Just as for photodisintegration we choose to model Fap by the lowest order QCD contributions to the process r*M --+ q1 ij2 where the photon now has mass q2.
The results of the calculation are given in (A.4), (A.13) and (A.14).
As an example we treat the case of a longitudinal deuteron and unpolarized electrons, for which we easily find (3.10) Upon subsitution of (3.10) ii "Y s(a-6) .
(3.13b) (3.13c) The expression in (3.11) should provide a new test of &CD. These formulas also imply constraints on low energy models since one expects a synthesis4 of QCD and nuclear physics.
Our results suggest the possibility that fully analytic nuclear amplitudes can be constructed which at low momentum transfer fit standard electromagnetic and chiral boundary conditions and low energy theorems, while satisfying the scaling law and anamolous dimension structure predicted by QCD at high momentum transfer.
-.
An application to deuteron disintegration and a model for its angular dependence were described in Sec. 3. The prediction for the photodisintegration differential cross section is contained in (3.2) and ( 1.0
